Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. century, craft, crabby, nestle, captain
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

2. depth, battery, balance, attack, distract
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

3. enter, elect, expect, expand, empty
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

4. gratitude, present, pledge, relax, rebel
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

5. snagged, spread, thrash, trendsetter, thread
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. century, craft, crabby, nestle, captain
   captain, century, crabby, craft, nestle

2. depth, battery, balance, attack, distract
   attack, balance, battery, depth, distract

3. enter, elect, expect, expand, empty
   elect, empty, enter, expand, expect

4. gratitude, present, pledge, relax, rebel
   gratitude, pledge, present, rebel, relax

5. snagged, spread, thrash, trendsetter, thread
   snagged, spread, thrash, thread, trendsetter